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The Program Social Competences

and Personal Development

� foundations (mandatory)
course on basics of social competent behaviour, 
communication theories, principles of conflict
management and cooperative negotiations, team building
and working with teams

� enrichment (optional)
workshops on 
+ communication and conflict management, 
+ cooperative negotiations, 
+ working in teams, 
+ facilitating meetings, 
+ body language, voice and movement
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Communication and Conflict
Management:
Learning Objectives

� You will learn to …

� analyse and understand communication

� communicate effectively with other people

� identify and analyse conflicts

� analyse your own behaviour in conflicts

� prevent conflicts

� deal with conflicts



Communication and Conflict
Management:
focus difficult communication

one of the objectives:
being able to deal with difficult communication situations, 
like being offended, accused or confronted

how can this be achieved:
• understanding communication models developed by

Watzlawick, Schulz von Thun, Harris & Berne
• learning to show understanding for your communication

partner and his/her situation, 
• to show empathy and the willingness to resolve problems in a

constructive way
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The Four Aspects of a Message
(Schulz von Thun)

message

content/
facts

appeal

relationship
„you“, „we“

self-disclosure
„I“
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Example: On the Street in a Car

The lights
are green

Step on it!

You need
my help

I am in
a hurry

He: the lights are green!
She: Are you driving or am I?
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The Recipient Has 4 Ears

� facts

� What is the sender saying?

� self-disclosure

� What does the sender say about himself/herself?

� relationship

� what does the sender say/think about me/us?

� appeal

� what does the sender want me to do?
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The Recipient

� problem of listening with just one ear

� relationship: being offended all the time

� self-disclosure: seeing the other one‘s problems but not 
one‘s own

� what you can do

� active listening

� training all your ears

� giving feedback



Transactional Analysis

� developed by Eric Berne in the 1950s

� research with Thomas Harris

� Transactions are the flow of communication, spoken and 
unspoken that often occurs simultaneously 

� three ego-states: parent – adult - child

� three kinds of transactions:

� Reciprocal/Complementary (the simplest)

� Crossed

� Ulterior - Duplex/Angular (the most complex)
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Examples for Transactions

� example 1: reciprocal
A: "Have you written the report?" (Adult to Adult)
B: "Yes - I'm about to email it to you." (Adult to Adult)

� example 2: crossed
A: "Have you written that report?" (Adult to Adult)
B1: "Will you stop hassling me? I'll do it eventually!" (Child 
to Parent)
B2: “You are not in the position to put pressure on me. I 
know all the deadlines and how to meet them!” (Parent to 
Child)

Communication failures are typically caused by a 'crossed 
transaction' where partners address ego states other than 
that their partner is in.
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How to Resolve the Conflict

� accept the ego-state that your communication
partner is addressing
e.g. by apologizing (child), 
e.g. by showing empathy (child or parent)
e.g. by showing interest (parent or adult)

� say that you are sorry,
that you do not want the other person to be upset
that you understand his/her anger …
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Why is it so Hard to Say I‘m
Sorry?

� students think it is a sign of weakness

� their intuitions still comply with „fight or flight“

� they would rather argue and shout or run away than say
they are sorry

� We need to apply the methods of simulation and
role-play to convince them that there are more
effective ways to settle the problems!
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Questions, Comments, …

� Please contact Bettina Fuhrmann

� Bettina.Fuhrmann@wu.ac.at

� Tel 0043-1-31336-5072

� Fax 0043-1-31336-767


